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Disruption of images: the caustic-touching theorem 
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Because of the distortions of geometrical optics, .image curves< and, the outlines of the objects that generate them 
need not have the same topology. New image loops appear when the object curve touches the caustic of the family 
of (imaginary) rays emitted by the observing eye. Such disruption may be elliptic (loop born from an isolated point) 
or hyperbolic (loop pinched off from an already existing one). The number of images need not be odd (unlike the 
number of rays reaching the eye from each object point). .Two examples are employed to illustrate caustic touching. 
The first is the Sun’s disk seen in rippled water (as the height of the eye increases, the boundary of all the images be- 
comes a fractal curve with dimension 2). The second is sunset seen through the Earth’s atmosphere from near space 
(when there is an inversion layer) or from the Moon during a lunar eclipse (when there need not be one). 

1. INTROLiUCTION 

Images formed by light rays are nearly always distorted 
representations of their objects. Optical instruments ark, of 
course, designed to minimize the geonietrical aberrations 
respdnsible for distortion, but with nature’s optics, whose 
elements may be the reflecting surface of rippled water, or 
refractive-index gradients in the atmosphere, severe distor- 
tions are unavoidable. An extreme of distortion occurs 
when the image no longer has the same topology as the 
object; see Fig. I in vGhich a ship’s mast1p2 seen reflected in 
wavy water is simulated: the object is a single line segment, 
but the image has several cldsed loops as well as a line 
segment. 

My purpose here is to explain these. disrupted images by 
showing what causes their topology to change. The heart of 
the explanation is a theorem (Section 2) that states that 
changes of image topology (disruption) occur when the ob- 
ject’s boundary is touched by the caustic (focal surface) 
formed by rays emitted by the eye. [In thinking of the eye 
as a source of rays we are not resurrecting a discarded idea 
from ancient optics but merely employing a useful construc- 
tion (justified by the reciprocity principle3); its usefulness 
stems from the fact that, although each point of an extended 
object emits a family of rays, the awkwardness of studying 
the whole “family of families” can be avoided because the 
orily rays contributing to itiage formation are those that 
reach the eye, and these can conveniently be regarded as 
belonging to the single fatiily emitted by the eye.] 

To illustrate the caustic-touching theorem, I apply it to 
two types of disrupted image of the Sun’s disk. In the first 
type (Section 3), disruption arises when the Sun is seen 
reflected by water waves and, in the second (Section 4), when 
the setting Sun is seen from near space thfough an inversion 
layer in the atmosphere or from the Moon during a lunar 
eclipse. Other applications are readily envisaged, for exam- 
ple, to multiple mirage images4-6 or multiple imaging of 
quasars by gravitational refraction from galaxies778 or cosmic 
strings.g 

Of course, the multiple imaging of point sources has been 
studied before,lO and the central role played by caustics is 
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fully understdod.11J2 Her& I concentrate on extended 
sources as represented by the curves of their apparent 
boundaries, and so consider line objects. T.his is ti some- 
what different problem. For example, we shall see that a 
line is nqt necessarily disrupted by encounter with a caustic 
(not all encounters involve touching), and the number of 
images of a closed curve need not be odd. 

2. CAUSTIC-TOUCHING THEOREM 

Let the object be a line L (Fig. 2a) lying in a surface (the 
object space) with coordinates 
following equation: 

ft.= (Ql, Q2), and let L have the 

L(Q) = 0 (object). (1) 

The image formed by reflection or refraction will be a line 
R (Fig. 2b) lying in the (image) space whose coordinates o = 
(~1, ~2) label the directions of rays entering the eye. Iinag- 
ing is a mapping between w and Qt. For each object point Q 
there may be several rays o reaching the eye, but the ray 
leaving the eye in direction o arrives at a unique point Q; 
therefore rays may be represented by the single-valued func- 
tion 

The equation of the image R is obtained by substituting Eq. 
(2) into Eq. (1): 

L[Q(o)]= R(o) = 0 (image). (3) 

The topology of R changes when a stationary point of the 
function R(o) moves onto the zero contour [Eq. (3)]. At 
such an event, 

which niay be written as 
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(5) 
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Fig. 1. Computer simulation of the reflection of a mast seen in 
rippled water whose deviation from a plane is a product of orthogo- 
nal sinusoids. 
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Fig. 2. a, Object line L and eye caustic C in Q space; b, topological 
structure of image R in w space (magnifications8 not indicated). 

The first of these equalities asserts the vanishing of the 
_ Jacobian of the mapping from w to tit: 

(caustic). 03) 

But this is also a condition for the focusing of the rays [Eq. 
(3)], that is, for Q to lie on the caustic of the rays leaving the 
eye: in Q space this is a curve C (Fig. 2a), which we call the 
eye caustic. 

Therefore the topology-change equation (5) implies en- 
counter between C and L. It implies, moreover, that C 
touches L. To show this, we first observe that the direction 
of L at Q is, from Eq. (I), 

dQ,ldQ, = -dLldQ,/dLldQ,. (7) 

The direction of C at Q is found from the ray equation (2): 

where the last equality follows from the caustic equation (6). 
(Note that at C the direction of the displacement dQ is 
independent of dw, because an infinitesimal two-dimension- 
al region in w is focused onto a line in a.) Now the equality 
of the first and third members of Eq. (5) shows that Eqs. (8) 
and (7) are the same, so topology change of R implies that C 
and L are parallel at their encounter, i.e., that they touch. 
This is the caustic-touching theorem. 

To understand the theorem better, we recall that C sepa- 
rates regions in Q space reached by different numbers of rays 
from the eye: across C, the number of rays typically changes 
by f2? If the object line L crosses C, segments on either 
side are mapped different numbers of times onto the image 
R. For example, Fig. 2a shows an eye caustic dividing Q into 
two three-ray regions and a single one-ray region, and an 
object L, whose points are labeled 1 through 8, intersecting 
C;; in the image R (Fig. 2b) each of the one-ray points 1,2,5,6 
is imaged once and each of the three-ray points 3,4 and 7,8 is 
imaged three times, one of the images of the neighborhood of 
each point being reversed.8 * 

Let an object point in the neighborhood of the line C be 
called “inside” or “outside” if it is reached by the greater .or 
the lesser number of rays, respectively. This is the basis for 
distinguishing two ways in which the image topology can 
change, which corresponds to the stationary point of R(o) 
being an extrem>um (local contours elliptic) or a saddle (local 
contours hyperbolic). In the elliptic case, L touches C from 
the outside, and the topology change is the birth (or death) 
of a new image loop, starting from an isolated point, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. In the hyperbolic case, L touches C 
from the inside, and the topology change is the disconnec- 
tion (or merging) of two finite image regions at a self-inter- 
section of R, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Multiple imaging of an extended object differs in an im- 
portant way from multiple imaging of an infinitesimal ob- 
ject7-g: the number of images does not have to be odd. This 
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Fig. 3. Birth of loop in image R (sequence b) by elliptic process, as 
object line L touches eye caustic C from outside (sequence a). 
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Fig. 4. Birth of loop in image R (sequence b) by hyperbolic process, 
as object line L touches eye caustic C from inside (sequence a). 

is illustrated in Fig. 2b: although each point on L is imaged 
one or three times, the curve L has two image curves R. 
Even numbers of image curves occur whenever L sits astride 
a smooth segment of the eye caustic C, as on the right-hand 
side of Fig. 2a. Of course, one of the two images consists of 
two subimages of only part of the object (labeled 3 and 4 in 
Fig. 2) juxtaposed with opposite parity, but this fact is not 
apparent when the object is featureless (such as the Sun’s 
disk when there are no sunspots, or a poorly resolved qua- 
sar). 

The caustic-touching theorem implies that not every en- 
counter of C with L need cause the topology of R to change. 
In Fig. 2a, for example, the object segment labeled 6781 
intersects C twice, but its image in Fig. 2b is the single line 
67887781; if the cusped part of C were to move to the left so 
as no longer to intersect L, the image of 6781 could continue 
to be a single line because no touching need ever occur (only 
a piercing). Indeed, on the image curve of a featureless 
object there is nothing distinctive about those points corre- 
spon,ding to intersections of L with C; for example, the loop R 
on the right-hand side of Fig. 2b is perfectly smooth at the 
two points (between the two 3’s and between the two 4’s) 
corresponding to the end of the line segment (34 in Fig. 2a) 
whose image the loop is. 

3. THE SUN’S REFLECTION IN THE SEA 

The sea is disturbed with waves whose height is f(r), where r 
= (x, y) are Cartesian coordinates in the undisturbed sur- 
face. An observer at height h looks down at the reflection of 
the Sun that, for simplicity, we consider to be overhead. A 
ray reflected from r enters the eye with a unit direction 
vector whose horizontal projection is 

w = (w,, oy) = hr. (9) 

The vectors w constitute the image space. Before reflection, 
rays came from directions whose horizontal projections Q = 
(Q,, a,) lie in the object space. In paraxial approximation 
the ray equation (2) can easi1.y found to be ’ 

S-l = o - 2Vf(ho). (10) 

L is the circular boundary of the Sun’s disk, with equation 

L(Q) = q2 + Qy2 - es2 = 0, (1‘1) 
where 8, = 15 arcmin. Substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (11) 

gives the reflection R [Eq. (3)]. The eye caustic C is the 
curve [Eq. (6)] in Q space, for which Eq. (10) give&l 

I - 2hV2f(ho) + 4h2[d2f(ho)ldx2d2f(h@y2 

- (a2f(ho)laXay)2] = 0. (12) 

Depending on the form of the disturbance f(r), a great 
variety of images can be generated; I will study in detail just 
two wave types. In the first, the water surface is corrugated, 
so f depends only on one coordinate, say, x. Then Eq. (10) 
gives oY = Q,: there is no y distortion, and all image disrup- 
tion occurs in the x direction. The caustic condition (12) 
simplifies to 

d2f (hw,)/dx2 = 1/2h. (13) 

For definiteness let us take the single traveling Gaussian 
pulse 

J’(x) = A exp[-b(x - vt)2/2] (14) 

that is a crest or a trough if A 3 0. Transforming the vari- 
ables by 

h’ = Abh, tf = t/vb”2, 

cx ’ = b112(hw, - vt), oy’ = b112huy ~ (15) 

and scaling Q and 8, correspondingly, we obtain (omitting 
the primes) 

Q&J = o, + 2h exp(-wX2/2) (rays), 

2h(ux2 - l)exp(-wX2/2) = 1 (caustics), 

oy = f{es2 - [c+, - t)]2j1/2 (image). (16) 
The eye caustic in object space is a series of lines parallel 

to the Q, axis whose Q, positions depend on h, as shown in 
Fig. 5; h > 0 and h < 0 correspond to reflection from a crest 
and a trough, respectively. There are cusps at 

ii, = 0, h = -I/2 
and 
%x = &33’2/2 = f2.5981, h = exp(3/2)/4 = 1.12042.. (17) 

It will suffice to display the images for h < 0. 
Figures 6a-6c show three sequences of images, corre- 

sponding to the traversals a, b, and c of the trough or Sun 
shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6a the separation between the two 
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Fig. 5. Eye caustic in the far field of directions Q, from a Gaussian 
water-wave pulse as a function of eye height h (h > 0 and h < 0 
correspond to reflection from a crest and a trough, respectively). 
The sequences labeled a, b, and c represent three traversals of the 
Sun or pulse that, as described in the text, give the three sequences 
of images shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Sequences of images of the Sun’s disk reflected from a 
traveling Gaussian water-wave trough, corresponding to the three 
traversals shown in Fig. 5. a, 8, = 0.5, and t ranges from -4 to +4 in 
steps of 0.8; b, 8, = 1, and t ranges from -3.8 to 3.8 in steps of 1.9; c, 8, 
= 0.5, and t ranges from -2.5 to 2.5 in steps of 0.5. 

caustic lines exceeds the diameter 28, of the Sun. There are 
four disruptions: elliptic encounter of the leading limb (just 
before image 2) and hyperbolic encounter of the trailing limb 
(just after image 3) with one caustic line, followed by hyper- 
bolic encounter of the leading limb (just before image 9) and 
elliptic encounter of the trailing limb (just after image 10) 
with the other caustic line. There are one, two, or three 
images, depending on whether the Sun lies wholly outside 
both caustics, astride one of them, or wholly between them. 
Interpreting the sequence in the language of particle phys- 
ics, we may say that an image-anti-image pair is created 
ahead of the original image, and then the anti-image annihi- 
lates the original image, leaving only the newly created im- 
age traveling forward. 

Figure 7 shows a sequence of 12 images R generated by 
taking the Sun’s center (X, Y) around a circuit in which its 
boundary L enters C by crossing its cusp and leaves by 
crossing one of its smooth curves. The entry sequence (l-5) 
begins (just before 2) by L touching C very close to the cusp; 
this is an elliptic event generating an isolated extra image. 
At contact with the cusp (sequence 3), L touches C from 
inside so that this is a hyperbolic event, at which the newly 
created image disappears by merging with the larger original 
one. This sequence occurs very rapidly: between 2 and 4 
the Sun moves only 1% of its diameter. The fact that the 
cusp is a singular point of C is not apparent either in these 
images or in the sequence 5-9 in which the cusp pierces L 
rather than crossing it. (But note that when the cusp is a 
singular line lying entirely in the Q plane, as in sequence c of 
Figs. 5 and 6, contact with L does produce a different mor- 
phology, namely, a cusped image.) 

Between 8 and 10, L lies entirely inside C, so there are 
three images. These merge into one during the exit se- 
quence, which involves first a hyperbolic event (just before 
10) and then an elliptic one (just after 12). 

For water surfaces whose undulations extend over a large 
area, image disruption increases as the eye recedes from the 
sea, until as h - 03 the image boundary R becomes a fractal 
curue13 with dimension 2. To outline the argument behind 
this assertion, we first note that Eqs. (10) and (11) imply that 
all the images must lie within a glitter patch whose radius 
o,,, is independent of h: In Fig. 6b the separation of the caustics is smaller than 20,. 

Again there are four disruptions (just before 2, just before 3, 
just after 3, and just after 4), again in the sequence elliptic- 
hyperbolic-elliptic, but now the second encounter of the 
leading limb precedes the first encounter of the trailing limb. 
The Sun cannot lie wholly between the caustics, so there are 
never three images, only two (Sun astride one caustic) or one 
(Sun wholly outside both or straddling both). 

Moreover, the total area A (solid angle) inside all the images 
is also independent of h: this area is 

In Fig. 6c the separation of the caustics is zero; that is, C is 
a cusp line. There are two degenerate events (2 and 4) at 
which the leading and trailing limbs touch C. These en- 
counters do not disrupt the disk but produce a cusped image 
(it is not hard to show this analytically); therefore there are 
no multiple images in this sequence. 

(0 denotes the unit step function), and it is not hard to show 
that on the average (over an ensemble of smooth random 
surfaces, or over positions of the eye in the plane at height h) 
SQ equals the area of the object L in Q space. But the total 
length L of R increases proportionately with h, on’the aver- 
age, because 

The second surface disturbance is chosen to illustrate the 
greater variety of image shapes that occurs when there is y 
distortion as well as x distortion, that is, when the water 
surface is not corrugated. We chose the local disturbance 

f(r) = Ax2y 

for which the paraxial eye caustic is a cusp in Q space. Both 
the strength A and the eye height h can be eliminated by 
scaling w and Q by 1/4Ah2, leading through Eqs. (10) and (12) 
to the parameter-free equations: 

% = w,(l - wy), St, = oy - wx2/2 (ws), 

% = *[2(1 - o,)/3]3'2 (caustic). (‘19) 

If the sun’s disk [Eq. (ll)] is centered not at the zenith (Q = 
0) but at Q = (X, Y), the image is 

oy = (30x2/2 - x0, + Yzk [es2(1 + u;> 

- (Or - w,3/2 - x - yw,)2]1'2)/( 1 + cdx2)* (20) 

%A= dw,dqtL [fw) (22) 
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Fig. 7. Inner circuit: sequence of positions of the Sun’s disk (0, = 
[Eq. (18)]. Outer circuit: 

0.5) L relative to the cusped eye caustic C generated by the water surface 
corresponding sequence of reflected images. Note the differences in the sizes of the images; all are drawn on the 

same scale. 
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Fig. 8. Increasing disruption of the image of the Sun (radius 8, = 1) 
reflected in the water surface [Eq. (27)], with N = 5, h = 1, A = l/ 
( 10)li2 @j = j2 for a h = 20 b h = 40 c h = 10. AS h --+ 00 the 
boundary of the images become; a fraciaicurve with dimension 2. 

L= dw,dw,~(L[Q(w)l)lVJl[~(w)ll (23) 

and, in an obvious simplified notation, 

lo,LI = ldL/aMQ/dwl F IdL/du(l - 2hd2f/dx2)1 

(24) 

[For ensembles of Gaussian random f(r),14 the average val- 
ues of L and A can be evaluated exactly.] Now, the finest 
angular scale W,i, of the image is related to the finest spatial 
scale X of the water waves by 

0 min = X/h. (25) 

Thus the boundary length increases with resolution as 

Oc a w,i, 
-1 

9 (26) 

which is precisely the scaling law for a curve with fractal 
dimension 2 [for dimension D the law13 would be .L o= 
w,if-“1. (Th e m ’ t erior points of the image also form a set 
with dimension 2, but this is true for all h, and there is 
nothing surprising about it.) 

To illustrate the fractalization of the image as h increases, 
we choose a water surface consisting of IV superposed plane 
waves: 

f(r) = 5 Aj cos(kj. r + +j>. 
j=l 

b (27) 

Figure 8 shows a series of images when all amplitudes are 
equal (Aj = A) and the wave vectors have equal length h and 
are distributed equally around the unit circle [kj = h(cos xj, 
sin xj), where xj = 27rj/NJ. Note that, as h increases, the 
central regions of peach image are progressively downsized 
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versions of the same shapes; it is not hard to see from Eq. 
(IO) why this should be so. ‘I 

(xl 02) - w (x103) Gi)c 
4. SUNSETS FROM SPACE 

Multiple images of the setting Sun can be seen’from Earth.4 
These must be caused by local inhomogeneities of refractive 
index, because Snell’s law implies that no radially stratified 
refractive index, whatever its profile n(r), can produce a’ 
multiple image of an astronomical object viewed from the 
ground? It is, however, possible to see multiple astronomi- 
cal images from a radially stratified atmdsphere, provided 
that the viewpoint is above the Earth’s surface; my purpose 
in this section is to give two examples of this and relate them 
to caustic touching. 

Fig. 10. Graph of true ray direction Q versus apparent direction w 
for rays [Eq. (34)] f rom the setting Sun viewed through the atmo- 
sphere [Eq. (33)]; the minimum corresponds to the eye caustic. 

where rmin is the distance of closest approach of the ray, 
The first example is sunset viewed from above the atmo- 

sphere but fairly close to the Earth (from a satellite, for 
example). Referring to Fig. 9, and considering, for the time 
being, only rays lying in a plane, let an observer whose 
geometric distance from the (apparent) horizon is I receive 
at elevation angle o (above the apparent horizon) a ray 
whose true elevation angle is Q. These angles differ because 
the ray has been deflected by refraction, and if the deflection 
angle is D(o) (reckoned positive for bending toward the 

namely, the radius where the square root vanishes. Expan- 
sion to lowest order in the very small quantity, n(r) - 1, 
followed by integration by parts, gives the close approxima- 
tion 

- 

D = -2r, 
J 

drn’ (r)l(r2 - b2)l12 
b 

I 

03 
= -2r, dun’( b cash u) (32) 

0 

Earth), then 

St(o) = w - D(o). (28) 

Visibility requires that w > 0 (but not that Q > 0). 
Multiple imaging requires that there be an eye caustic, at 

which (cf. Ref. 6) 

(the prime denotes differentiation). 
For the standard atmosphere, n(r) decreases approxi- 

mately exponentially to unity as r increases from re, so n’(r) 
< 0 and D(o) > 0. The curvature nN(r) is, however, positive, 
so that aO/& is negative and Eq. (29) cannot be satisfied: a 
standard atmosphere gives no multiple images. A caustic 
can occur, however, if n(r) has an inflection produced by an 
inversion over hot ground (of course, this need not extend 
over the whole Earth but only over the region traversed by 
rays that reach the eye). To describe such an inversion, we 
take the profile 

m/dw = 1 - aOjc3w = 0. (29) 

To see what this implies for the refractive index n(o), we 
need a formula for D(o). This is conveniently written in 
terms of the impact parameter b related to o (Fig. 9) by 

(30) n(r) = 1 + A(exp[-(r * r,)lH] - 6 exp[-(r - r,)/cH]), 
where re is the apparent radius of the Earth. Assuming 
sphericity, and ignoring a refraction correction of order 2 
km, we can take re = 6371 km. Snell’s law or Fermat’s 
principle gives the exact deflection function 

I 
a3 D = 2b dr/r[n2(r)r2 - b21112 - K, (31) 

r ’ min 

(33) 

in which the first exponential term approximates the stan- 
dard atmosphere and the second the disturbance that is due 
to the inversion; A = 0.000292 is the normal refractive-index 
deviation at the ground, H = 8.4 km is the scale height of the 
atmosphere, and 6 << 1 and EH << H are the strength and 
vertical extent of the inversion, respectively. 

Evaluation of the integral in Eq. (33) (either by the sad- 
dle-point method or exactly, in terms of Bessel functions KO 
of large argument that are approximated asymptotically) 

Q(w) = w - D,[exp(-Zw/H) - (s/~1’2)exp(-lwlEH)], (34) 

where 

Fig. 9. Geometry and notation for rays from the setting Sun viewed 
from space after refraction by the Earth’s atmosphere. 

The approximations leading to this result are extremely 
accurate; when applied to the analogous problem of -the 
apparent deviation of distant objects viewed from the 
ground through a standard atmosphere, they give a simple 
analytical formula that reproduces the Pulkovo tables16 to 
better than a few percent over the entire range from zenith to 
horizon. 
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From Eqs. (29) and (34) it follows that there will be an eye / 
caustic if and only if dQ(o = O)/& < 0, that is, 

@/Pi2 - I)1 > HID,. (36) 

(For I - 00 this requires that 6 > e3i2, which is the condition 
for the inversion to produce a far-field caustic from parallel 
light, precisely analogous to the rainbow, with the whole 
Earth’s atmosphere acting as water drop.) To simulate a 
realistic inversion such as has been deduced from terrestrial 
mirage observations,17 we choose E = l/250 and 6 = G/2/2 = 
0.0316. This gives a layer of height H = 33.6 m  and a 
ground-temperature gradient of 

there is a single image (in which the part of the Sun above 0, 
is duplicated). This image disappears at the second (ellip- 

. tic) caustic-touching event (just after image 6) involving the 
upper limb. 

dT(r,)/dr = -T(r,)&H = -0.26 km-’ (37) 

(assuming that T(r) - [n(r) - I]+) that is a total rise of about 
9 K over the layer. For the viewing point we choose Z = 100 
H = 840 km [this satisfies expression (36)], corresponding to 
a height Z2/2r, = 55 km above the ground. 

Figure IO shows the graph of Q(w). The eye caustic is at 

Q, = -0.01951 = -67.07 arcmin, 

(42 = 0.000178 = 0.612 arcmin, (38) 
and the shadow boundary is at &,h = Q(0) = -0.01008 = 
-34.65 arcmin. Figure II shows a sequence of images of the 
setting Sun, computed by translating the profile [Eq. (II)], 
with 0, = 15 arcmin, down through the geometric horizon 
and neglecting lateral distortiorP so that 

Sunset (or sunrise, or moonset, or moonrise) must have 
been observed many times from satellites. It would -be in- ’ 
teresting to learn whether anybody has seen phenomena like 
those in Fig. 11. The angular size of the extra images (about 
0.5 arcmin) is below the resolution of the eye, so telescopic 
viewing would be required. (The extra complete image as 
depicted in image 3 lasts for about 20 sec.) ’ 

The second example of a disrupted Sun image occurs 
during a total lunar eclipse viewed by an observer on the 
Moon. This has been described before,l* but I wish to draw 
attention to a curious caustic-touching phenomenon associ- 
ated with it, which does not require there to be an inversion 
layer. Let the image and object spaces be described by polar I 
angle coordinates (~3, 4,) and (Q, &-J whose origin is the 
direction from the observer through the Earth’s center (Fig. 
12). Consider the situation when the true Sun (radius 0, = 
15 arcmin) is entirely obscured by the Earth (whose radius 
we take as 0, = 6371/384400 = 57 arcmin), that is, when the 
observer is in the geometrical umbra. 

The ray geometry is exactly that of Fig. 9, except that the 
angles there denoted o and St are now w - 19, and Q - &, and Z 
is the distance from the Moon to the Earth. The ray equa- 
tions, from Eq. (34) with 6 = 0, are 

%  = *(es2 - [Q(w,) + q2y2. (39) 

At t = 0, the center of the undeviated (true) Sun is on the 
horizon; all the interesting images occur for ‘t > 0,, that is, 
after the true Sun has completely set. 

Image I, distorted but solitary, lies completely above the 
apparent horizon oY = 0, although the upper limb of the true 
Sun has just set. In image 2, the true Sun’s lower limb lies 
below !&h so that there are two images, one of which is cut off 
by the horizon. In image 3, the entire true Sun lies between 
&, and Q, so that two images (one inverted) float above the 
apparent horizon. These images merge at the first (hyper- 
bolic) caustic-touching event (image 4), involving the lower 
limb. In image 5, the true Sun sits astride the caustic, so 

Q(w) = 0 - D, exp[-(w - 8,)ZIH], 

@ Q  = 4,, (40) 

the second of which expresses the absence of azimuthal dis- 
tortion. The image of the Sun when its true center is at Q  = t 
(Fig. 12) has the following equation: 

4Jw) = c0s-l([t2 + Q~(LI) - es2]/2tst(w)). (41) 

Figure 13 shows a sequence of four images when the Sun is 
behind the Earth and moving toward its center. In Fig. I3a, 
soon after the umbra has enveloped the lunar observer, a 
greatly distorted image floats clear of the Earth. In Fig. 13b 
this image is further flattened radially and has expanded 
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Fig. 11. The black shapes are images of the setting Sun, and the open circles are the positions of the true Sun, at t imes tl = 8, = 15 arcmin, t2 = 
--i-&h + 0.80, = 46.7 arcmin, t3 = -fish + 1.10, = 51.2 arcmin, t4 b -Q, - 19, = 52.1 arcmin, t5 = -52, - 0.88, = 55.1 arcmin, t6 = -Q, + 0.80, = 
79.1 arcmin; vertical magnifications above the horizon are as indicated. 
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Geometry and coordinates in object space when the Sun is 
the Earth as seen by an observer on the Moon during a lunar 

ac @ ” 
Fig. 13. The black shapes are images of the Sun seen from the 
Moon during a lunar eclipse, when the true Sun (small circles) is 
behind the Earth (large circles), at times t = -0, + 1.30, = -37.48 
arcmin, tb = -1.48, = -21 arcmin, t, = -i.ole, = -15.15 arcmin, td 
= -0.998, = -14.85 arcmin. Radial distances from the Earth’s limb 
are magnified 500 times. 

azimuthally, and a second image, clinging to the Earth’s 
opposite limb, has been born. The azimuthal expansion 
continues (Fig. 13c), and the two images approach each oth- 
er; by Fig. 13d they have merged so that the observer is now 
lit by all the simultaneous sunsets and sunrises around the 
Earth. The time interval between Figs. 13~ and 13d is about 
W.S mm. 

Our  main interest here is the two simultaneous events (on 
opposite sides of the Earth) between Figs. 13~ and 13d at 
which the images coalesce. This occurs as the true Sun’s 
limb crosses the central direction 8 = 0. By the caustic- 
touching theorem, there must be an encounter (hyperbolic) 
with a caustic at this instant. The eye caustic, in fact, 
consists of the isolated point Q  = 0, where a focal line, formed 
by rays from the observer deflected symmetrically around 
the Earth, reaches the far field. Rays reaching Q  = 0 have 
passed closest to the Earth at a height of 1.6 km, so the image 
coalescence should be observable from the Moon (with a 
telescope, and weather permitting). 

Now this point caustic is highly unstable; from catastro- 
phe optics 11y1g720 it follows that stable caustics in the Q  plane 
consist of smooth curves with cusp points (cf. Figs. 2,4, and 
7). The isolated point owes its existence to the special cir- 
cumstance of rotational symmetry of the ray system that is 
due, in turn, to the assumed sphericity of the Earth; its 
geometric origin is similar to that of the glory.20 The robust- 
ness of the caustic-touching theorem is remarkable: Even 

though the contact is with a nongeneric single point rather 
than a smooth curve, the sequence of images is locally identi- 
cal with those in Fig. 4b. , ’ 

In reality, the Earth is not spherical but oblate. This 
destroys the symmetry and causes the caustic point to ex- 
plode into a four-cusped astroid caustic curve similar to that 
formed in starlight by the atmosphere of Mars and focused 
onto the Earth during an occultation.lgy2.1 The only effect of 
this on the images in Fig. 13 is that the two coalescences 
between Figs. 13~ and 13d need no longer be simultaneous: 
They correspond to the Sun’s leading limb touching the two 
sides ,of the astroid in rapid succession. (Of course, an addi- 
tional similar pair of events involving the trailing limb oc- 
curs much later in the eclipse.) But the splitting of,the eye 
caustic is only about 0.02 arcsec so that the separation in 
time of the two image disruption events is only 0.04 set, 
which is probably unobservably small. 
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